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salinization and grassland degradation 42, 246
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Shaanxi 18, 26
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agroindustrialization 143, 149–50b, 153b, 175
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animal types 177–8, 186–8
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associations 138b, 142, 145–6
expansion 201–2
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Australian production 198
marketing in Xinjiang 221
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measurement standards 104b
Hefeng County five year plan for
livestock 180b
livestock numbers in Inner Mongolia
167
decrease 169
livestock numbers, turnover and
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market 192–3, 194–7
marketing 176–7
collective 209b
inter-regional 212
meat enterprises 143, 149, 150b,
175–8
meat prices in Xinjiang 201
Northern Temperate Steppes 30
overstocking 49
payment to producers 223
specialization 139, 140
stock migration 32
systems 172–5
transition 206–8
targets 158
turnoff channels in Inner Mongolia
174
Sichuan 18–19
skill levels and opportunity costs 238–9
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state structures 59, 60, 61
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of overstocking 48
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structure management see organizational
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sub-leasing land 127, 260
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diagram 13
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sustainable development progress 254–9,
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governance 261–2, 264–5
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management 265–7
natural resource management 265–7
technology 267–71
‘3S’ 76
communication 214
constraints to 125, 134, 158, 175
improvements 258–9
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use of satellite 270
vertical integration and 141b
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sustaining livelihoods 37–40
systemic poverty 39
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tourism 1, 16, 37, 39, 97, 103, 235–7
traders’ role in price formation 208–11, 213
trading markets, livestock 195
see also market management
transition
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market 191–3, 194–7, 211–12
fine wool 198
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systems 176–8
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240–1
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